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Discover the epitome 
of design and functionality

Skyscape Elegance, 
redefining outdoor luxury

Integrated seamlessly into PG120P and PG160P aluminium pergolas, this au-
tomated glass guillotine system represents an innovative and sophisticated solution  
for outdoor spaces. 

With a focus on minimalist design, it features an exceptionally narrow aluminium 
face, delivering a sleek, contemporary look. It also offers unparalleled flexibility in vent 
placement, allowing for top or bottom gathering. Whether facilitating a grand entrance  
or creating stylish glass balustrades, the system adapts to your needs. 

The harmonious integration of the automated glass guillotine and the aluminium 
pergola creates a versatile, year-round outdoor living space. Ideal for both residential and 
commercial settings like cafes and restaurants, its elegant design and automated function-
ality set a new standard for impressive outdoor enclosures.

 Transform your space into a realm of contemporary elegance with our Retractable Glass Roof System, a fusion 
of sleek aesthetics and functional versatility. This innovative system boasts an embedded advanced waterproofing and 
drainage  mechanism within its structural glass design, ensuring resilience in diverse weather conditions. 

Whether integrated into a pergola for a harmonious ensemble or mounted independently as an inclined glass 
roof atop various structures, our system offers unparalleled adaptability for various spaces. What sets us apart is the 
limitless potential to incorporate multiple electrical motion-enabled glass roof panels, enabling complete customisation 
tailored to your unique vision and spatial requirements.

Immerse yourself in an ambiance that embraces the open sky above, allowing natural light to cascade into your 
space. Elevate your venue with the sophistication of our Retractable Glass Roof System, where innovation converges 
with aesthetics, redefining the outdoor experience and upgrading your space. 

— Minimal design with embedded rails and thin sashes

— Impressive spans, reaching up to 3.0 meters in length and height

— Double glazing for enhanced insulation (5+5 mm)

— Ensured safety through a specialised operational mechanism

— Integrated into a pergola or mounted independently

— Expansive vent dimensions, reaching up to 2x2 meters, paired with minimal 

 aluminium sightlines

— Advanced waterproofing & drainage system for enhanced reliability

— Reliable automated operation

— Elegant and luminous living environment

3 SASHES
Compatible with PG120P 
Mykonos pergola. Vents 
are gathered at the bottom, 
creating stylish glass 
balustrades.

4 SASHES
Compatible with PG160P 
Santorini pergola. 
Flexible vent placement, 
either gathered at the 
top for a grand entrance 
or at the bottom  
creating elegant glass 
balustrades.

Retractable Glass RoofGuillotines
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Explore all of our outdoor solutions at 
glm-outdoor.com
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